Along the ages, the power of the popes and the churches created a huge pressure on the minds of Western civilizations people. The general beliefs of the religious authors were that the human nature was not important and their belief to God was only connected with the church. Even people applied all those orders to their own lives, at truth, the richness and the unlimited power of the church disturbed the Western civilizations people for a long time. Especially, the Europe was living in a system that the popes were deciding to the king, wars and all the economical events. The church was a state on its own and the church had no deficiency about protect itself. The kings had already a protector mission. That is why the election of the kings was connected to the church and the most valuable thing was that the religious authors were using the Christianity as a pressure tool on the society. According to their order, the holy bible could change easily and if it was necessary they could add some parts to the holy book, too, it shows that the religion seemed like a weapon in the churches hands.

First of all, The religious revolution in the West started with the Protestant revolution in the society. Protestantism was the most powerful movement in the West against the churches authority. Martin Luther and his followers created the new basis of the religion under the rules of the Protestant rebellion and Protestant belief against the structured ideas of the religious leaders in the West. At the same time, the Protestantism changed the formation of the political area after defeated the power of the church, feudal system and the kings. So, we can say that the Protestant revolution in the Christian world affected all the parts of the Western society deeply. That effect was a positive reflection of the independence feelings of the Protestantism against the oppresive church. The Protestant revolution made the political and economical are